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ABSTRACT: The prototypical basic leucine zipper (bZIP)
transcription factor GCN4 from yeast binds to the ATF/CRE
DNA sequence with high aﬃnity. It has been observed that
while the symmetric replacement of cytosine at the 2′ position
of both the strands of the hexameric core by guanine or
thymine is strongly disfavored, the replacement by adenine is
relatively less so. We report here results from molecular
dynamics simulations that revealed a nearly identical
polypeptide backbone conformation and dynamics in the
cognate and the three noncognate complexes which diﬀer by
only one substitution from the cognate half-site, as assessed by
a backbone order parameter and secondary structure analysis.
However, our calculations identiﬁed signiﬁcant perturbations in
the side-chain dynamics of the highly conserved asparagine
residues, which showed a close correlation with the loss of base-speciﬁc interactions. Examination of the role of interfacial water
molecules revealed a loss of several water-mediated hydrogen bonds in the substituted CRE−GCN4 complexes. We observed a
signiﬁcant increase in the SASA values for the mutated DNA sites, indicating an overall loosening in the noncognate complexes
which may facilitate movement of the protein along the DNA. However, no enhanced rotational ﬂuctuation of the protein about
the DNA was observed.

■

INTRODUCTION
The recognition of response elements (REs) in the promoter
region by a transcription factor (TF) is an essential step in
transcription. REs in eukaryotes are usually short degenerate
DNA motifs that can frequently occur throughout the genome.
It has been estimated that a six base-pair (bp) RE would occur
more than 700 000 times in the human genome and if the
sequence is allowed some degeneracy in its recognition by the
TF, this number would be even larger.1 A natural question
therefore is what fraction of these binding sites is functionally
important. One hypothesis proposes that the high-aﬃnity
binding sites are the most likely functional targets while the
low-aﬃnity sites are mostly nonfunctional.2 This necessitates
an in-depth understanding of the mechanism of high-aﬃnity
binding of TFs to speciﬁc sequences. The key to understanding
the high-aﬃnity binding lies within the structural diﬀerence
between the cognate and the noncognate DNA complexes with
TFs. The selective binding of TFs to their respective cognate
DNA sequence can be achieved by a combination of speciﬁc
protein DNA contacts and the recognition of sequencedependent structural variations in the DNA.3
Basic leucine zipper (bZIP) proteins constitute a family of
mostly eukaryotic TFs carrying an approximately 60 amino
acid long bZIP domain.4 Toward the N-terminus of the bZIP
domain, about 25 residues form the DNA binding basic region
© 2019 American Chemical Society

and it is separated from a leucine zipper motif in the C-termini
by a 5−6 residue stretch known as the hinge region. An
isolated bZIP domain is found to bind to the DNA as a homoor heterodimer made up of two uninterrupted alphahelices.5−10 These two helices assemble in parallel orientation
to form a leucine zipper coiled-coil structure and the Nterminal basic regions bind to the DNA along the right and left
major grooves about the center of symmetry of their target
DNA motif,11 providing probably the simplest known structure
for protein DNA complexes. In spite of this structural
simplicity, the mechanism of discrimination between cognate
and noncognate DNA sequences by speciﬁc bZIP homo- or
heterodimers remains unresolved.
The DNA binding domain of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae TF
GCN4, a positive activator of amino acid biosynthesis, is one
of the most well-studied prototypes of the bZIP domain. Apart
from its preferred pseudo-palindromic binding site, known as
AP-1 (5′-A4T3G2A1C0T1′C2′A3′T4′-3′),12 it has been found to
bind, in vitro, to the palindromic ATF/CRE sequence (5′A4T3G2A1C0G0′T1′C2′A3′T4′-3′) with comparable aﬃnity.13−15
A comparison of crystal structures of GCN4 bound to either
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Figure 1. Sequence features of the known bZIP−DNA complexes for which crystallographic data are available. (A) MSA of the bZIP proteins. The
residue columns in the MSA have been numbered −3 to 24 following the numbering scheme of the GCN4−CRE complex (PDB ID 2DGC). (B)
Shannon and Simpson variability indices generated from the MSA. (C) Conserved hydrogen bonding as observed at the interface of these bZIP−
DNA complexes. The solid arrows represent base-speciﬁc hydrogen bonding. Numbering schemes for the basic region of the GCN4 (D) and DNA
ATF/CRE sequence (E). The numbering scheme used in this study is given at the top and the numbering used by Suckow et al.15−18 is at the
bottom. The hexameric core is depicted in red.

of the human oncoprotein Fos−Jun complex, it was shown that
mutations in the conserved leucines inside the zipper region
aﬀected the dynamics and the distribution of separation
between the two DNA binding helices.20 It has also been
suggested that the dynamics of the DNA binding region aﬀect
the helical nature of the hinge region.20 The dynamics of the
basic region of GCN4 in its apo form have also been studied by
MD simulation at diﬀerent temperatures coupled with diﬀerent
ionic strengths.21 Despite the high charge density in the basic
region, only a modest eﬀect of ionic strength and temperature
was observed on the dynamics of the basic region, indicating
the robustness of the bZIP domain.21 Two types of motion of
the bZIP domain were found to dominate, an alligator jaw-like
motion and a scissor-like motion.21 These motions allowed a
wide variety of bifurcation that was necessary and suﬃcient for
the entrapment of the DNA.21
The dynamics of the bZIP domain of GCN4 (referred to as
GCN4-58) in the absence of DNA has been further elucidated
by NMR studies.22−24 It was conﬁrmed from the 13Cα and
13
CO secondary chemical shifts that the zipper region was
strictly α-helical in nature. However, the occurrence of
intermediate positive 13Cα and 13CO secondary chemical shifts

the AP-1 or the ATF/CRE site shows that, in spite of their
diﬀerences, the protein manages to retain most of its
interactions with both the DNA sequences. It was suggested
that the intrinsic bending of the ATF/CRE site might result in
an interface that is similar to the AP-1 half-site sequence for
GCN4.16
Earlier experimental studies on the GCN4−DNA complexes
have clearly demonstrated that the binding of the native GCN4
to the ATF/CRE variants was disfavored if they had guanine
(5′-A 4 T 3 C 2 A 1 C 0 G 0′ T 1′ G 2′ A 3′ T 4′ -3′) or thymine (5′A4T3A2A1C0G0′T1′T2′A3′T4′-3′) instead of cytosine (5′A4T3G2A1C0G0′T1′C2′A3′T4′-3′) or adenine (5′A4T3T2A1C0G0′T1′A2′A3′T4′-3′) at position 2′ of both the
strands.17−19 Considering that the bZIP−DNA interface can
show a lot of adaptability, the mechanism by which GCN4
discriminates among the members of purine and pyrimidine
residues merits careful study.
Surprisingly, there have been very few studies devoted to the
dynamical characteristics of bZIPs in microscopic detail and
most of them have been conducted on their unbound or apo
form.20−24 In an earlier molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
study on the tuning of the bifurcation of the two basic regions
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except for the amino acids at positions 6, 10, 17, and 20. This
observation was found to correspond closely with the observed
position-wise sequence variability in the basic region, namely,
most of the highly variable residue positions did not have any
contact with the DNA. Similarly, the residue positions 8 and
16, which showed a strong preference for asparagine and
arginine, respectively, were found to be involved in basespeciﬁc hydrogen bonding interactions. While the conserved
arginine (position 16) interacted with the central bp step of the
respective DNA sequences, the invariant asparagine (at
position 8) made two hydrogen bonds with the nucleobases
at position 2′ of one chain and at position 3 of the other chain
of the DNA molecule (Figure 1C).
It seems likely that the conserved arginine plays a major role
for the recognition of the correct sequence at the central region
of the hexameric core while the conserved asparagine
discriminates against variation at the ﬂanking region of the
hexameric core. Because the present study mainly focused on
the eﬀect of substitution of nucleobases at the 2/2′ position at
the ﬂanking region, we mainly investigated how the
substitutions directly aﬀected the dynamics of the conserved
asparagine residue (at position 8) and their eﬀect on the other
residues at the protein−DNA interface. As the other conserved
residue arginine interacted with the central region of the
hexameric core, its interaction with the DNA was not likely to
be aﬀected much by the substitutions in the ﬂanking bases.
Eﬀect of the DNA Sequence on GCN4: Backbone
Dynamics. To have an idea if and how the changes in the
DNA sequence aﬀect the backbone dynamics of the GCN4
protein, we have analyzed the root-mean-square deviation
(rmsd), the backbone order parameter, and the secondary
structure content of the polypeptide backbone.
The cumulative average of the backbone rmsd of GCN4 in
its four complexes with respect to their respective unrestrained
energy-minimized structures is given in Figure 2A,B. In this
case, the entire protein−DNA complex was set as a reference.
As the data suggest, the sampled conformations did not deviate
too much from their respective starting structure, indicating
that the simulations generated quite stable trajectories.
To compare the backbone conformations among the four
complexes, we also calculated the cumulative averages of
intercomplex backbone rmsd values (details in Materials and
Method section). Because, in this case, we mainly focus on the
dynamics of GCN4, only the protein part was set as the
reference. The intercomplex rmsd values for all four complexes
(Table 1) were found to vary within the range of 3.14−3.9 Å
which indicated that the backbone conformations of GCN4
among the complexes were dissimilar because of the variation
in the DNA sequences.
To investigate whether any local perturbation in the
backbone dynamics was overlooked because of the averaging
eﬀect of rmsd, the backbone dynamics of GCN4 were further
quantiﬁed by calculating the reorientational dynamics of the
amide bond vector using the backbone order parameter (S) as
a measure. The square of the backbone order parameter (S2)
describes the degree of spatial restriction of the amide bond
vector and can have a value ranging from 0 to 1. A higher value
of S2 indicates that the respective backbone is relatively more
rigid.30 S2 is also used to quantify the changes in conformational ﬂexibility upon molecular recognition or protein
folding.31
We compared the S2 value of GCN4 in complex with the
CRE site and its three variants to quantify the change in

and the absence of a sequential NOE signal in a part of the
basic region suggested that it existed as an ensemble of nascent
helices where rapid interconversion between transient
conformations was taking place.22−24 From the spectral density
mapping and 13CO chemical shift temperature coeﬃcient, the
authors observed local clusters of residues in the basic region
that had a tendency to form helices, which was suggested to
reduce the unfavorable entropic penalty for DNA binding.22
The eﬀect of DNA binding to GCN4-58 has been monitored
through the EPR-based site-directed spin labeling (SDSL)
study.25 SDSL revealed a dramatic damping of the backbone
dynamics of the basic region as compared to the zipper region
of GCN4 in its DNA bound state.25 The residues in the basic
region were found to be as rigid as in globular proteins.25
The conformational ensemble of the GCN4 apo form was
further revisited by MD simulations complemented with backcalculated NMR chemical shifts and spin-relaxation data26 to
gain insight into the structural interactions that favored and
disfavored the helical conformations in the basic region and
their role in DNA binding. In another study, the role of the
leucine zipper region in the dynamics of the GCN4−CRE
complex was explored by three 100 ns long MD simulations.27
The authors demonstrated, based on the three truncated
GCN4 variants that have diﬀerent zipper lengths, that the
zipper region had a role in deﬁning the stability of the protein−
DNA complex.27
In this report, we present the results of extensive MD
simulations of the yeast GCN4 bZIP domain in complex with
the CRE site and its three variants having symmetrical
replacement of cytosine at the 2′ position of both the strands
by G, T, and A, respectively, which are known to show
relatively weak to no binding with the GCN4 protein. Our
results revealed enhanced motion in the conserved asparagine
in the GCN4 basic region which was correlated with the loss of
base-speciﬁc interactions in the noncognate protein−DNA
complexes. The noncognate complexes were also marked by
higher solvent accessible surface areas (SASAs) indicative of a
weakened binding that might provide a mechanism for
increased diﬀusion of the protein along the DNA.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Consensus Interactions at the bZIP−DNA Interface: A
Survey of Crystal Structures. We have analyzed the crystal
structures of 11 bZIP−DNA complexes available in the RCSB
database (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do). A multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of the basic regions from
these 11 structures, including both the homo- and the
heterodimers, is shown in Figure 1A. To identify the most
variable sequence positions in the MSA, we have calculated
two metrics, namely, the Shannon diversity and the Simpson
diversity indices using the PVS web server (http://imed.med.
ucm.es/PVS/).28,29 These measures revealed that the sequence
positions 6, 10, 14, 17, and 20 had a relatively high sequence
variability as compared to the rest of the residue positions. In
contrast, the residue positions 8 and 16 were found to be less
susceptible to amino acid substitutions and showed strong
preferences for asparagine (N) and arginine (R) amino acids,
respectively (Figure 1B).
The position-speciﬁc variability in the protein sequence can
be rationalized by considering the interaction of the protein
with the DNA. On the basis of a 5 Å distance cutoﬀ, a total of
12 amino acids of the basic region (residue positions 5−19)
were observed to have contacts with the DNA major groove
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geometry of the basic region of GCN4 in complex with CRE
and its three variants are listed in Table 2. Both the helices of
Table 2. Characterization of the Alpha Helical Geometry
over the Trajectory of the Basic Region of GCN4 in Its Four
Complexes with CRE, HexA, HexG, and HexT Sites
complex

% curved
helix

GCN4−CRE(A)
GCN4−HexA(A)
GCN4−HexG(A)
GCN4−HexT(A)

31
11
10
11

GCN4−CRE(B)
GCN4−HexA(B)
GCN4−HexG(B)
GCN4−HexT(B)

31
11
10
11

% kinked
helix

% long
helix

% uncharacterized

5
7
5
5

3
2
2
2

5
7
5
5

3
2
2
2

Chain A
61
80
83
82
Chain B
61
80
83
82

the GCN4 dimer showed a tendency to adopt a kinked as well
as curved geometry when in complex with the CRE site. On
the contrary, complex formation with the rest of the three
DNA sequences altered the relative propensities for the curved,
kinked, and long alpha-helical geometries. This implies that
although the alpha-helical secondary structure of the protein
was largely maintained in all of the complexes, the presence of
any of the CRE variants leads to a perturbation in the global
helical geometry, resulting in some deviation from the wildtype system. We repeated these calculations on the available
crystal structures of bZIP−DNA complexes, and the results are
reported in Table 3. The curved and the long helical

Figure 2. Global and local dynamics of GCN4 in complex with the
CRE, the HexA, the HexG, and the HexT sites. (A,B) Cumulative
average of backbone rmsd for the basic region of chains A and B,
respectively. (C) Backbone order parameter of the entire bZIP
domain including both the chains. (D,E) Alpha helical content of
chain A and chain B, respectively, for the alpha helix during
simulation. (F,G) Diﬀerence in side-chain RMSF of residues in the
basic region (details in Materials and Method section); CRE (black),
HexA (red), HexG (green), and HexT (blue).

Table 3. Analysis of the Alpha Helical Geometry of the
Basic Region for all Available bZIP−DNA Crystal
Structures in the RCSB
PDB ID
1DH3
1GU4
1GU5
1H88
1JNM
1NWQ
2C9L
2DGC
2H7H
2WTY
3A5T
1YSA

conformational ﬂexibility due to base substitutions. The
residue-wise average S2 value (which was close to 1) in the
case GCN4 for all of the four complexes indicated that the
base substitutions did not lead to any substantial alteration in
the backbone ﬂexibility (Figure 2C).
Consistent with the backbone order parameter calculations,
the secondary structure analysis also showed that the backbone
dynamics were less aﬀected by the alteration of ﬂanking bases,
and in all of the cases, the backbone duo, on an average,
maintained the native alpha-helical geometry (Figure 2D,E).
To further characterize the observed alpha helical geometry
of GCN4 in complex with CRE and its three variants, we
categorized the geometry of the alpha helix based on the local
bending angle and local helix origin (described in the Materials
and Method section). The parameters describing the helical

protein family
cyclic AMP-responsive element-binding
protein
C/EBP beta
C/EBP beta
C/EBP beta
c-Jun
C/EBP alpha
BZLF1
general control protein GCN4
viral Jun-transforming protein
TF MafB
TF MafG
general control protein GCN4

chain A

chain B

long

long

long
long
long
curved
kinked
curved
curved
curved
curved
long
long

curved
curved
long
curved
long
kinked
curved
curved
long
curved
long

geometries seem to be mostly preferred by the basic region
of the bZIPs. Also, the same bZIP sequence was found to
adopt a curved or a long helical geometry depending on the

Table 1. Cumulative Averages of Intercomplex Backbone rmsd Values of GCN4
complexes

GCN4−CRE

GCN4−HexA

GCN4−HexG

GCN4−HexT

GCN4−CRE
GCN4−HexA
GCN4−HexG
GCN4−HexT

0

3.244
0

3.194
3.147
0

3.397
3.258
3.265
0
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Table 4. Comparative Analysis Showing the Diﬀerence in Base-Speciﬁc Hydrogen Bonds in the Protein−DNA Interfacea
H bond partners

GCN4−CRE

R13(A):DC111
R16(A):DC111
R13(A):DG112
N8(A):D(C/A/G/T)114
R5(A):D(C/A/G/T)114
R18(A):DA125
R18(A):DT126
S15(A):DT126
N8(A):DT126
R7(A):DA123
R14(A):DA125
R16(A):DG112
K19(A):D(G/T/C/A)127
R5(A):DT113
R22(A):DT126
R7(A):DG124
T9(A):DT113

40
66
93
52
81
82
81
84
73
55
57
40
59
N.A
33
N.A
N.A

N8(B):DT108
S15(B):DT108
R18(B):DT108
R16(B):DC129
R13(B):DG130
R5(B):D(C/A/G/T)132
R18(B):DA107
N8(B):D(C/A/G/T)132
R7(B):DA105
R14(B):DA107
K19(B):D(G/T/C/A)109
R16(B):DG130
R5(B):DT131
R7(B):DG106
R13(B):DC129
T9(B):DT131
N8(B):DA107

71
77
77
63
91
56
78
45
52
61
54
43
49
38
N.A
N.A
N.A

GCN4−HexA
For Chain A
60
N.A
76
56
55
54
81
86
70
48
66
50
50
39
N.A
44
52
For Chain B
57
88
74
82
82
88
78
65
61
68
65
42
37
46
N.A
73
N.A

GCN4−HexG

GCN4−HexT

36
91
88
N.A
71
77
77
81
N.A
62
72
41
58
40
N.A
N.A
32

58
88
91
N.A
50
76
74
77
N.A
55
72

N.A
87
74
72
92
87
66
N.A
60
65
50
50
N.A
41
N.A
87
30

49
88
80
89
92
41
84
N.A
65
71
62
33
62
46
52
50
N.A

57
40
N.A
38
N.A

a

Numbers in each cell represent the percentage of occurrence of hydrogen bonds between each residue pairs.

DNA sequences it interacted with. This exempliﬁed the
adaptive ﬂexibility of the bZIP backbone in recognizing
diﬀerent DNA sequences. It was therefore unlikely that the
observed variation in the relative fraction of the curved
geometry was responsible for the diﬀerential binding of GCN4
to the DNA sequences.
The absence of the expected diﬀerence in the backbone
dynamics between cognate and noncognate complexes has
been noted earlier in the NMR investigations on the backbone
dynamics of the yeast pho4 bHLH domain in the presence of
cognate and noncognate DNA sequences.32 Observations
based on the alpha proton chemical shift index, NOE data,
and reduced spectral density data pointed to an almost
identical level of secondary structure and backbone dynamics
of the protein in complex with any of the cognate and
noncognate DNA sequences. This suggested that the backbone
conformational ﬂexibility may not be crucial for pho4 to
discriminate between cognate and noncognate DNA sequences.
Eﬀect of the DNA Sequence on GCN4: Residual
Dynamics. The extent of perturbation in the side-chain
dynamics of the basic region of GCN4 (residues 2−24

according to the UniProt database) was measured in terms of
the diﬀerence in the side-chain root-mean square-ﬂuctuations
(RMSFdiff) (Figure 2F,G).
The side-chain RMSFdiff was calculated only for the residues
in the basic region. We found that the residues at positions
4(A), 7(A), 10(A), and 4(B) of GCN4−HexG and 10(A/B)
and 13(A/B) of GCN4−HexT showed a relatively less
ﬂuctuation (Figure 2F,G). On the other hand, residues at
positions 8(A/B) of GCN4−HexG/T, 5(A) of GCN4−HexG,
and 2−8(A) of GCN4−HexT were found to have a relatively
large ﬂuctuation (Figure 2F,G). Upon correlating this with the
calculated position-wise sequence conservation plot of the
basic region (Figure 1B), we observed a noticeable change in
the side-chain dynamics of the well-conserved residue at
position 8(A/B). The relatively large ﬂuctuation of the
asparagine (N) at position 8 in the case of GCN4−HexG/
HexT seemed to be remarkable as this highly conserved
residue was known to be involved in base-speciﬁc hydrogen
bonding.
Intermolecular Hydrogen Bonds: Correlation with
Side-Chain Fluctuation. Intermolecular hydrogen bonding
interactions between protein and DNA residues are given in
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Table 5. Comparative Analysis Showing the Diﬀerence in Water-Mediated Hydrogen Bonds in the Protein−DNA Interfacea
bridged residues

GCN4−CRE

R5(A):DA114
T9(A):DT113
R16(A):DG112
N8(A):DA125
R13(A):DC111
R13(A):DG112
A11(A):DT126
S15(A):D(G/T/C/A)127
K19(A):DA128

N.A
79
52
45
N.A
N.A
33
N.A
N.A

A11(B):DT108
R13(B):DC129
N8(B):DT132
R16(B):DG130
R16(B):DG132
T9(B):DT131
N8(B):DA107
R7(B):DG106
S15(B):D(G/T/C/A)109
R16(B):DC129
K19(B):DA110

N.A
N.A
N.A
59
N.A
78
48
30
32
30
N.A

GCN4−HexA
For Chain A
30
47
30
44
N.A
33
34
66
44
For Chain B
43
41
N.A
35
N.A
N.A
46
30
34
N.A
N.A

GCN4−HexG

GCN4−HexT

N.A
N.A
55
N.A
34
N.A
N.A
36
N.A

N.A
64
61
N.A
N.A
N.A
34
45
N.A

44
N.A
N.A
39
43
N.A
31
N.A
55
N.A
37

34
33
36
58
N.A
N.A
43
N.A
N.A
N.A
N.A

a

Numbers in each cell represents the percentage of occurrence of hydrogen bonds between each residue pairs.

Table 4. Only those interacting partners were considered that
occurred during at least 30% of the total simulation time. The
observed protein−DNA hydrogen bonds for the GCN4−CRE
complex were further validated with the available crystallographic data7 and found to be in good agreement with it. The
basic regions in each of the helical monomers of GCN4 (R2 to
R24) interacted with the major groove of the CRE sequence.
Half-site recognition by each of the basic region was
accomplished by three base-speciﬁc hydrogen bonds along
with numerous hydrogen bonds with the phosphate backbone
(11 in the case of chain A and 9 in the case of chain B) of the
CRE site. These base-speciﬁc hydrogen bonds were also
observed in the crystal structure and were formed by two
highly conserved residues N8 and R16 (Figure 1B) from each
of the helix, with the ﬂanking bases at positions 2′/3 of each
major groove and the central CG base pair step, respectively.
The N8(A/B) residue was found to form double hydrogen
bonds with the edges of the bases at positions 2′ and 3 in each
of the DNA half-site.
These native hydrogen bonding interactions were found to
be signiﬁcantly perturbed in the presence of any of the three
CRE variants. While the GCN4−HexA complex maintained
most of the base-speciﬁc hydrogen bonds, the other two
complexes, namely, HexG and HexT, either lost those contacts
or showed relatively low occurrence. The hydrogen bond
involving N8(A/B) with the 2′/3 residues of DNA was found
to be completely disrupted in the GCN4−HexG complex and
maintained with relatively less occurrence in GCN4−HexT.
This loss of interaction was also reﬂected in the RMSFdiff value
of N8 of GCN4 in complex with HexG and HexT (Figure
2F,G) where N8(A/B) showed a relatively large ﬂuctuation.
However, the hydrogen bond formed between R16(A/B) and
the central CG bp was found to be maintained in all four
complexes (Table 4), indicating that this interaction got least
aﬀected by the base substitution studied in this report.

Signiﬁcant changes were also observed in the case of
hydrogen bonds with the phosphate backbone. Residues at
positions 7(A) and 14(A) of GCN4−HexG and 13(A/B) of
GCN4−HexT were found to have relatively increased the
occurrence of DNA backbone-mediated hydrogen bonding as
compared to the GCN4−CRE complex (Table 4). This
relative increase in the occurrence of hydrogen bonds was also
reﬂected in the negative RMSFdiff values, indicating a relative
decrease in the side-chain ﬂuctuation (Figure 2F,G).
Role of Solvent-Mediated Hydrogen Bonds. Bridging
waters are important for the stability of the protein−DNA
complex33,34 because of their ability to simultaneously form
hydrogen bonds with both the protein and the DNA. In this
way, it is not only serving as interfacial glue but also screening
out electrostatic repulsion between like charges. In a number of
protein−DNA complexes, base speciﬁcity is mediated by
conserved water molecules, which can be regarded as
noncovalent extensions of the DNA bases.33,34
Water-mediated hydrogen bonds observed in the GCN4−
CRE complex and its three variants are listed in Table 5. One
of the important water-mediated contacts was between N8 (in
both the chains A and B) and the residues at position 4
(residues 107 and 125, respectively, in our structural model).
Site-directed mutagenesis studies16−19 have indicated that this
interaction may be indispensable for the stability of the
GCN4−CRE complex. It is important to note that other than
CRE and HexA, the rest of the GCN4−DNA complexes either
lost this hydrogen bond or showed relatively low occurrence.
At the same time, GCN4−HexG and GCN4−HexT were
found to have a less number of water-mediated contacts as
compared to GCN4−HexA and GCN4−CRE.
Intermolecular and Solvent-Mediated Hydrogen
Bonds. To elucidate the eﬀect of these two types of hydrogen
bonds on the stability of the protein−DNA complex, we
deﬁned two scores: direct interfacial hydrogen bonding score
(DIHBS) and total interfacial hydrogen bonding score
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(TIHBS). While the DIHBS considered only the direct
contacts, the TIHBS combined the direct and water-mediated
hydrogen bonding information and gave an idea about the
collaborative strength of all of the interfacial hydrogen bonds.
The calculated TIHBS for CRE, HexA, HexG, and HexT in
complex with GCN4 were 23.04, 24.81, 20.61, and 21.12,
respectively. Assuming that the TIHBS is related to the
stability of the protein−DNA complex, this score reﬂected the
stability in the order of GCN4−CRE ≈ GCN4−HexA >
GCN4−HexG ≈ GCN4−HexT, which correlated well with
the reported EMSA experiment.16−19
Dynamics of Conserved Asparagines at the Protein−
DNA Interface. To understand the reason for the disruption
of the base-speciﬁc intermolecular hydrogen bonding interactions, we investigated the dynamics of asparagine [N8(A)
and N8(B)] side chains for all four GCN4−DNA complexes in
terms of the time evolution of side-chain torsion angle χ1
(Cα−Cβ−Cγ−Oδ1) (Figure 3A−D). In the case of the

Figure 4. Free-energy landscapes in terms of N8(A)−Nt126 distance
and N8(A)−Nt114 distance. Distances are in Å and 3 Å is considered
as a cutoﬀ distance for hydrogen bonding. (A) GCN4−CRE complex;
(B) GCN4−HexA complex; (C) GCN4−HexG complex; and (D)
GCN4−HexT complex. Nt signiﬁes any nucleotide at positions 114
and 126.

Figure 3. Comparative analysis of the chi1 torsion angle of Asn8 in
chain A and chain B. (A) GCN4−CRE complex; (B) GCN4−HexA
complex; (C) GCN4−HexG complex; and (D) GCN4−HexT
complex, as observed in the 300 ns trajectory.

GCN4−CRE complex, the χ1 torsion angle of N8(A) and
N8(B) showed a stable ﬂuctuation within the range −150° to
−100° (Figure 3A). Abrupt ﬂuctuations of the χ1 torsion angle
were observed in the cases of GCN4−HexG and GCN4−
HexT, indicating an unstable behavior of the asparagines in
these protein−DNA interfaces (Figure 3C,D). On the other
hand, GCN4−HexA showed χ1 ﬂuctuations (Figure 3B)
similar to GCN4−CRE (Figure 3A).
Free-Energy Landscapes. The free-energy landscapes
corresponding to the hydrogen bonding network between
N8(A), N8(B) and the respective nucleobases are depicted in
Figures 4 and 5, respectively. For GCN4−CRE, we found a
clear free-energy minimum within the hydrogen bonding limit
(Figures 4A and 5A). In the case of GCN4−HexA, the freeenergy surface was relatively broad, although the minima
corresponding to N8(A) were within the hydrogen bonding
range. However, for N8(B)−DT108(C), it was found to be
shifted to larger distances. This was also reﬂected in the loss of
hydrogen bonding interaction between N8(B) and DT108(C)
in the case of the GCN4−HexA complex (Figures 4B and 5B).

Figure 5. Free-energy landscapes in terms of N8(B)−Nt108 distance
and N8(B)−Nt132 distance. Distances are measured in Å and 3 Å is
considered as a cutoﬀ distance for hydrogen bonding. (A) GCN4−
CRE complex; (B) GCN4−HexA complex; (C) GCN4−HexG
complex; and (D) GCN4−HexT complex. Nt signiﬁes any nucleotide
at positions 108 and 132.

The free-energy surfaces in the case of the GCN4−HexG
and the GCN4−HexT complexes were found to be diﬀerent
from those of GCN4−CRE and GCN4−HexA (Figures 4C,D
and 5C,D). The surfaces were relatively broad and in the case
of GCN4−HexG, populated with multiple minima. In most of
the cases, these minima were found beyond the hydrogen
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bonding limit. A similar scenario was also observed in the case
of GCN4−HexT, except for a single minimum lying within the
hydrogen bonding limit (Figures 4D and 5D).
A mechanism based on electrostatic interaction may be
proposed that can correlate the free-energy landscape and
explain the behavior of the conserved asparagine (Figure 3).
Our model is based on the orientation of the side chain of
asparagine relative to the cytosine (at position 2′) and thymine
(3) in the GCN4−ATF/CRE complex. In this complex, the
Oδ atom of asparagine faces the N4 atom of cytosine (2′),
whereas the Nδ atom faces the O4 atom of thymine (3). On
substituting the cytosine with adenine at position 2′, the Oδ
atom of asparagine still faced the N6 atom of adenine as the
hydrogen bond donor and the situation were similar to the
native case. In the case of GCN4−HexG and GCN4−HexT
complexes, substitution of cytosine (at 2′ position) with either
guanine or thymine completely altered the chemical environment around the Oδ atom. Instead of facing an electrostatically
favorable atom, it had O6 or O4 atom in the case of GCN4−
HexG or GCN4−HexT complex, respectively. To minimize
this electrostatic repulsion, the side-chain orientation of the
asparagine adjusted itself to maximize the distance between its
Oδ and O6 or O4 atom of the respective DNA bases.
Moreover, the presence of thymine at position 3 also increased
electrostatic repulsion if the Oδ atom got close to its O4 atom.
In this way, an unfavorable electrostatic environment was
created around the asparagine that possibly leads to an
unstable conformation of its side-chain, resulting in loss of any
hydrogen bonding interaction it made with the native bases.
Solvent Accessibility and Dynamics Around the
GCN4−DNA Complex. Solvent accessibility is one of the
measures that can distinguish a speciﬁc protein−DNA complex
from a nonspeciﬁc one.35,36 It has been shown that the total
buried surface areas in two nonspeciﬁc protein−DNA
complexes of EcoRV endonuclease and the glucocorticoid
receptor were much smaller than those in the speciﬁc
complexes, in spite of the fact that they had similar number
of protein-phosphate contacts.35,36 Solvent accessibility of the
CRE and its three variants in complex with GCN4 was
measured in terms of SASA. We observed a gradual increase in
the cumulative SASA average for all DNA in complex with
GCN4, except HexT (Figure 6A). It showed a quite high SASA
value from the beginning of the simulation. However, beyond
200 ns of the simulation time, the SASA values for all three
CRE variants were found to be ∼5150 Å2 (Figure 6A). On the
other hand, the SASA value for the GCN4−CRE complex was
found to be stabilized at ∼5100 Å2 after 100 ns of simulation
(Figure 6A). To measure the extent of diﬀerence in SASAs
among the complexes, we took the diﬀerence of the SASA
values (ΔSASA) of the three GCN4−CRE variants with
respect to the GCN4−CRE complex (Figure 6B). The order of
diﬀerence in terms of ΔSASA values was HexA complex <
HexT complex < HexG complex. Because higher SASA values
have been related to lower surface complementarity between
the protein and the DNA,35,36 HexG and HexT likely formed
relatively weak complexes with GCN4 than those formed by
the CRE or HexA sequences.
Conformational Analysis of the CRE Site and Its
Three Variants: A Comparison between Apo and
Complex Forms. One of the major determining factors in
the formation of a speciﬁc protein−DNA complex is the
sequence-dependent structural ﬂexibility of DNA.37 This
structural ﬂexibility often plays a major role when a TF selects

Figure 6. Cumulative average of SASA (in Å2) of CRE and its variants
in complex with GCN4 (A) and diﬀerence in SASA for the three CRE
variants with respect to CRE, all in complex with GCN4 (B).

its cognate DNA among the noncognate one. It is therefore
possible that the same mechanism may play a role in the
discrimination of the CRE site and its three variants by GCN4.
To evaluate the existence of such mechanism, three
parameters, per-residue ﬂuctuation, global bend angle, and
base pair step parameters, were calculated for the CRE site and
its variants. We compared those parameters among the free
(apo) and complex forms to determine if any signiﬁcant
deviation existed among the free and complex forms of DNA.
We observed a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the residue-wise
RMSFs of the bases at the positions 108−113 and 126−131 in
all apo forms of the four DNA sequences (Figure 7). In all apo
and complex forms, these bases showed a relatively large
ﬂuctuation as compared to the surrounding nucleotides. The
existence of such localized ﬂexibility in the apo form of the
CRE site was also evident from NMR data of Khandelwal et
al.38 On the basis of the NMR-derived generalized order
parameter (S2), the authors found that the ATG sequence
(position 107−109 in our case, see Figure 1E) of the CRE halfsite had a relatively low order parameter and hence quite
dynamic in nature, as compared to its neighbors. Because we
observed a similar ﬂuctuation for all four DNA sequences, it is
likely that CRE and its three variants have an overall similar
ﬂexibility in their apo form. We observed a decrease in
ﬂexibility of these residues when the respective DNA formed
complexes with GCN4 (Figure 7F), indicating that these
residues were actively participating in complex formation.
In Figure 8, we analyzed the cumulative average of the endto-end bending angle of the CRE site and its three variants. A
comparison among the apo forms showed similar bending
(Figure 8A) for all four DNA sequences, while the bend angles
were found to be diﬀerent for their complex forms (Figure 8B).
In the complexes, we observed that the HexG, HexA, and
HexT sequences were somewhat less bent compared to the
CRE sequence. While the CRE sequence in both apo and
complex forms showed overall bending of ∼30°, rest of the
DNA sequences were found to be about 10−15° less bent than
their respective apo forms. It is indicative from this analysis
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Figure 8. Comparative analysis of the end-to-end bend angle for the
CRE and its three variants. (A) CRE and its variants in apo form. (B)
CRE and its variants in complex form.
Figure 7. Comparative analysis of residue-wise ﬂuctuation of the CRE
site in apo and complex forms. Side-chain RMSF of the (A) CRE site
in apo (gray) and complex (black) forms, (B) HexA site in apo
(brown) and complex (red) forms, (C) HexG site in apo (light green)
and complex (green) forms, and (D) HexT site in apo (light blue)
and complex (blue) forms. (E) Residue-wise RMSF of CRE variants
in apo form. (F) Residue-wise RMSF of CRE variants in complex
form.

(Figures 10 and 11). The shift was found to be considerable
for the left ﬂanking region and to a lesser extent for the right
ﬂanking region (Figures 10 and 11). Considering the uniform
nature of this shift irrespective of the DNA sequence, it can be
stated that a considerable rearrangement is taking place in the
ﬂanking regions and it could be a requirement for the
formation of the bZIP−DNA complex. It is therefore possible
that the presence of nucleotide sequences that can modify the
ﬂexibility of the ﬂanking regions may also aﬀect the ability of
protein−DNA complex formation. Overall, we observed a
signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the roll angle for the bases of the
hexameric core that may be helpful to distinguish among
cognate and noncognate DNA sequences.
Orientational Dynamics of GCN4 in Complex with
the CRE Site and Its Three Variants. The conformational
dynamics of GCN4 in complex with the CRE site and its three
variants were measured by three parameters namely, the cleft
angle, the orientational angle, and the distance between the
center of mass (COM) of each of the basic and hinge regions
from that of the DNA. The cleft angle measured the scissorlike motion of the DNA binding domain, whereas the
orientational angle represented the rotational motion of the
bZIP domain along the double helical axis. The distance
parameter was chosen to reﬂect the out of groove motion of
the basic and the hinge regions from the major groove of the
DNA.
We observed a nearly normal distribution of the cleft angle
for GCN4−CRE, GCN4−HexA, GCN4−HexG, and GCN4−
HexT with the maximum at ∼30° in the case of GCN4−CRE
and ∼32° for GCN4−HexA, CGN4−HexG, and GCN4−
HexT (Figure 12A). The relative increase in the magnitude of
the cleft angle indicated that GCN4 was relatively more
distorted in complexes with HexA, HexG, and HexT than in
the complex with the CRE site. This relative increase of the
cleft angle of GCN4 in complex with these three CRE variants

that upon complex formation with GCN4, the protein exerts
an opposing eﬀect on CRE and the CRE variants. It makes the
DNA less bent in the case of the CRE variants which may
induce a conformational strain in the DNA, leading to a
destabilization to some degree of the respective protein−DNA
complexes.
We also compared the rotational and translational
parameters39 corresponding to the base pair steps of the
CRE and its three variants in the apo and complex forms
(Figures 9−11). We analyzed these helical parameters after
categorizing the DNA sequence of the C-chain in three
groupshexameric core (ranging from 2−2′ positions), left
ﬂanking region (ranging from positions 3−4), and right
ﬂanking region (ranging from positions 3′−4′). We observed
that the distribution of the roll angle was remarkably diﬀerent
in the case of HexG and to some extent for HexT complexes
with respect to the CRE and HexA complexes (Figure 9).
Other than the hexameric core, we did not observe any drastic
diﬀerence in the ﬂanking regions that would be useful to
diﬀerentiate between the cognate and the noncognate DNA
sequences for GCN4. However, our analysis provided a
comprehensive view regarding the changes that occurred in the
DNA upon formation of the complex with GCN4. We
observed a more or less uniform shift with respect to the apo
forms in the distribution of the DNA conformational
parameters of the ﬂanking regions upon complex formation
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Figure 9. Histogram of base pair step parameters for the hexameric core among the CRE and its three variants in complex with GCN4. (A) CRE
apo (gray) and complex (black), (B) HexA apo (brown) and complex (red), (C) HexG apo (light green) and complex (green), and (D) HexT apo
(light blue) and complex (blue).

could be the consequence of a weaker protein−DNA complex
formation as observed from our SASA analysis of the respective
DNA sites (Figure 6). For the rotational angle of GCN4 along
the double helical axis (Figure 12B), the peak was found at
around 0° for all four systems. This indicated that none of the
systems showed any appreciable rotational movement along
the double helical axis of the DNA. The distances between the
COM of the DNA and the COM of the basic and hinge
regions were found to be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent among the two
chains of GCN4 in their complex with the CRE and its three
variants (Figure 12C,D). In the case of the GCN4−CRE
complex, the peak was observed at ∼12.5 Å for chain A, and
for chain B, it was at ∼10 Å (Figure 12C,D). In spite of the fact
that GCN4 is a homodimer and the CRE site is palindromic in
nature, such a diﬀerence indicated the presence of an

asymmetry between the two monomers in the native complex
itself. This diﬀerence was found to be increased in the three
complexes of the CRE variants and the maximum diﬀerence
was observed for the complex involving HexG. While this
distance for chain A was close to 13 Å for the HexA and the
HexT complexes, in the case of the GCN4−HexT complex,
the peak was observed at ∼13.5 Å (Figure 12C). In the case of
chain B, the peak of this distance value was ∼10 Å for the wildtype complex. The other three complexes showed peaks at
slightly larger distances (Figure 12D).
The search mechanism by which a bZIP TF moves through
an abundance of noncognate sites before ﬁnding a cognate one
is not known. In the sequential scanning scenario, the scissorshaped DNA binding domain has to move along the major
groove by following the helical path of the major groove.
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Figure 10. Histogram of base pair step parameters for the left ﬂanking region among the CRE and its three variants in complex with GCN4. (A)
CRE apo (gray) and complex (black), (B) HexA apo (brown) and complex (red), (C) HexG apo (light green) and complex (green), and (D)
HexT apo (light blue) and complex (blue).

■

CONCLUSIONS
We present a comprehensive MD simulation study on the
dynamical features of the yeast TF GCN4 in the recognition
and formation of the DNA−protein complex by the bZIP
domain.
Our simulations clearly bring out a plausible mechanism by
which the conserved asparagines in each arm of the basic
region of GCN4 allow it to target speciﬁc sites on the DNA. In
the GCN4−CRE complex, this asparagine was found to be
involved in the base-speciﬁc hydrogen bonding network which
got disrupted in complexes involving G- and T-substituted
sequences while being partially maintained in the A-substituted
sequence. From database analysis of bZIP−DNA complexes,
we found that this interaction was likely to play a major role in
speciﬁc site recognition as it was present in most of the speciﬁc

Alternatively, one can envisage a transient disengagement of
one arm of the dimeric binding domain from its attachment
site in the major groove and its reattachment at some other
point by a ﬂexible motion of the protein. This form of scanning
may have similarity with the mechanism of myosin or kinesin
movement on an actin ﬁlament.40 It is evident from our
simulations that even in the case of nonspeciﬁc complexes, the
GCN4 protein did not show any large rotational ﬂuctuation as
compared to the native complex. On the other hand, our
simulations showed a number of signatures that seemed to be
consistent with a walking mechanism by demonstrating a
general loosening of the complex and movement of the DNA
binding arms away from the DNA.
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Figure 11. Histogram of base pair step parameters for the right ﬂanking region among the CRE and its three variants in complex with GCN4. (A)
CRE apo (gray) and complex (black), (B) HexA apo (brown) and complex (red), (C) HexG apo (light green) and complex (green), and (D)
HexT apo (light blue) and complex (blue).

data also indicated the possibility that the ﬂanking bases could
also aﬀect complex formation. We also proposed a mechanism
based on the side-chain dynamics of the conserved asparagines
and the free-energy landscape that exempliﬁed the role of the
sequence in the context of DNA recognition. Our proposed
mechanism suggested that the guanine or thymine residue at
the 2′ position of both the strands created an unfavorable
electrostatic environment that perturbed the asparagine
residues and resulted in the loss of base-speciﬁc hydrogen
bonding.
More importantly, we observed a relative increase in the
SASA value for the G- and T-substituted sequences as
compared to the A-substituted or the native CRE sequence
upon complex formation with GCN4. The cleft angle between
the two basic and hinge region arms of GCN4 was also found
to be relatively larger in the complex with the G- and T-

bZIP−DNA complexes. However, the direct interfacial hydrogen bond score (DIHBS) that accounted for the loss and gain
of the long-lived direct protein−DNA hydrogen bonding was
found to be insuﬃcient to discriminate among cognate and
noncognate sequences for GCN4. On the other hand,
consideration of the water-mediated protein−DNA interactions among the four complexes of GCN4 together with the
DIHB score, namely, the total interfacial hydrogen bonding
score (TIHBS), clearly revealed CRE as the cognate sequence
with the largest number of hydrogen bonding interactions as
compared to the other three sequences.
Interestingly, we observed a noticeable diﬀerence in the base
pair step parameters between the free and the complexed
forms of the CRE and its variants. However, only the roll angle
of the hexameric site seemed to be a useful parameter to
distinguish cognate from the noncognate DNA sequences. Our
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and 4 had the same bZIP sequence but interacted with
diﬀerent DNA sequences (Table 7).
Table 7. PDB Entries with Same bZIP in Complex with
Diﬀerent DNA Sequences
protein family

PDB ID

DNA chain ID & sequences

1GTW
1GU5
1H88
2DGC
1YSA

C:ATGTGGCGCAATCC
C:GTGTTGGCCAATCA
D:ATGTGGCGCAATCC
C:GATGACGTCATC
A:CTATGACTCATC

C/EBP beta ioo

general control protein GCN4

Multiple Sequence Alignment of the Basic Region.
To gain an idea about the position-wise residue conservation in
the basic region, all 11 unique bZIPs (based on Table 6) were
subjected to MSA using ClustalX (version 2.1)41 with
BLOSUM30 as the substitution matrix and the rest of the
parameters were kept at default values. Only the basic region,
identiﬁed by the UniProt database, was used for this alignment.
For heterodimeric bZIP sequences, both the chains were used.
Sequence logos were generated from the MSA proﬁle using the
online webserver Weblogo 3 (http://weblogo.threeplusone.
com/create.cgi).
Identiﬁcation of Contacts between DNA Bases and
the Basic Region of bZIPs. Any basic region residue lying
within 5 Å distance from any DNA residue was considered to
be proximal to that DNA residue and likely to have contact
with that DNA base. Hydrogen bonding interactions between
the protein and the DNA for the 15 crystal structures were
retrieved from the Nucleic Acid Protein Interaction DataBase
(NPIDB)42 and were also calculated using HBPLUS43 and
chimera.44 The default hydrogen bonding criteria for each of
these applications were used.
System Preparation. The coordinates of the complex
between GCN4 and ATF/CRE DNA were retrieved from the
Protein Data Bank (PDB index 2DGC).7 Structural manipulations were carried out using suitable utilities of PyMol
[PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.8 Schrödinger, LLC.] and chimera.44 The respective sequences of
GCN4 and the CRE variants are given in Figure 1D,E. In the
text, the two chains of the GCN4 dimer were denoted as A and
B, whereas the DNA chains were denoted as C and D. The
crystal water molecules were retained, and the N- and the Cterminals of the bZIP dimer were capped using the acetyl

Figure 12. Histogram of the cleft and orientational angle of GCN4 in
complex with the CRE site and its three variants. (A) Comparison of
the cleft angle. (B) Comparison of the orientational angle of GCN4 in
complex with the CRE and its three variants. (C) COM distance
between the basic hinge region of chain A and the CRE site. (D)
COM distance between the basic hinge region of chain B and the
CRE site. (Black: GCN4−CRE, red: GCN4−HexA, green: GCN4−
HexG, and blue: GCN4−HexT).

substituted sequences, and the distances between the centers
of masses of the DNA and the two arms of GCN4 were larger
compared to those for the native complex. On the other hand,
rotational ﬂuctuation of GCN4 about the DNA axis was
identical for the four complexes. These observations suggest
that the bZIP molecule most likely does not execute a
sequential scanning when forming a nonspeciﬁc complex with
DNA but may execute saltatory motion by major ﬂuctuational
loosening of the basic region from the major groove.

■

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Selection of Crystal Structures of bZIP−DNA Complexes. Total 31 crystal structures of bZIP−DNA complexes
were retrieved from the RCSB database (http://www.rcsb.org/
pdb/home/home.do) out of which 16 complexes were
discarded as they were the same complex of some of the
bZIPs with diﬀerent crystallographic resolutions. Out of the 15
complexes selected, 11 had diﬀerent bZIP sequences (Table 6)

Table 6. Crystal Structure of the bZIP−DNA Complexes That Were Used for the Identiﬁcation of Consensus Interactions at
the bZIP−DNA Interface
PDB ID

UniProt ID & basic region length

protein name

PDB IDs that have identical bZIP domain

1DH3
2DGC
1NWQ
1JNM
1GD2
1GU4
1FOS
2C9L
2H7H
2WTY
3A5T

>sp|Q01147|284−309
>sp|P03069|231−251
>sp|P05554|286−313
>sp|P05412|252−279
>sp|Q01663|81−102
>sp|P17676|275−295
>sp|P01100|139−159
>sp|P03206|178−195
>sp|P05411|208−235
>sp|P54841|238−263
>sp|O54790|53−76

cyclic AMP-responsive element-binding protein
general control protein GCN4
C/EBP alpha
c-Jun
Pap1
C/EBP beta
c-Fos
BZLF1
viral Jun-transforming protein
TF MafB
TF MafG
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1YSA, 1DGC
1A02, 1FOS, 1JUN, 1S9K, 1T2K
2E43, 1GTW, 2E42, 1H88, 1H89, 1H8A, 1HJB, 1IO4, 1GU5
1A02, 1S9K
2C9N
2WT7, 4AUW
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relative change in the backbone structure among the four
complexes.
The residue-wise rmsd and relative change in side-chain
ﬂuctuation (RMSFdiff) were calculated to compare the residue
level dynamics of GCN4 in complex with the CRE site and its
three variants. In the case of residue-wise rmsd, the values were
calculated based on the side-chain heavy atoms of GCN4. The
respective unrestrained energy-minimized structure was used
as a reference on which all heavy atoms were aligned and the
values were calculated. On the other hand, the relative change
in the side-chain ﬂuctuation for the ith residue was denoted as
(RMSFdiff)i and was calculated as

(ACE) and the NHE groups. To investigate the eﬀect of
mutations of the ATF/CRE sequence (5′TGACGTCA3′) on
the protein−DNA complex, the wild-type ATF/CRE sequence
was changed to 5′TTACGTAA3′ (henceforth referred to as
the HexA site), 5′TAACGTTA3′ (HexT site), and
5′TGACGTCA3′ (HexG site) using the crystallographic
toolkit Coot.45 The CRE DNA sequence and its variants in
free or apo form were modeled in a similar way, except that the
protein part and crystal waters were removed prior to any
substitution.
MD Simulation. All four systems, the GCN4−CRE
complex and its three DNA variants, were separately solvated
in a truncated octahedral box of TIP3P water46 in a manner
such that the minimum distance between the box edge and the
solute surface was 10 Å. All MD simulations were carried out
using the MD simulation suite Amber12.47 The ﬀ99SB-ildn48
force ﬁeld coupled with parmbsc0 modiﬁcation49 was used to
model the bZIP part and the DNA part, respectively.
All systems were neutralized with the requisite number of
Na+ ions. Post-neutralization, 500 cycles of steepest descent
followed by 1500 cycles of conjugate gradient minimization
were carried out by holding the heavy atoms of the solute with
500 kcal/mol·Å2 restraint force Thereafter, an unrestrained
energy minimization was carried out by performing 1000
cycles of steepest descent, followed by 3000 cycles of conjugate
gradient. After minimization, the systems were equilibrated in
two steps: an initial 200 ps NVT simulation was carried out to
slowly heat the systems from 0 to 300 K, restraining the heavy
atoms of the solute with 10 kcal/mol·Å2. This was followed by
100 ps of unrestrained NPT simulation to equilibrate the
pressure in the systems. Subsequently, production simulations
were carried out for 300 ns maintaining the same condition.
The four DNA models in their apo form were also simulated
in a similar fashion. NPT simulation of the CRE site and its
three variants was carried out for 300 ns each. During the
simulation, the covalent bonds involving hydrogen atoms were
constrained using the SHAKE algorithm with the default
tolerance of 0.00001 Å.50 A Langevin thermostat with random
velocity scaling using a collision frequency 1 ps−1 was used to
control the temperature at 300 K.51 The particle mesh Ewald
summation method with 8 Å real-space cutoﬀ was used to
calculate the electrostatic interactions.52 The van der Waals
forces were truncated beyond the cutoﬀ of 8 Å. Isobaric
condition was maintained by turning on the isotropic position
scaling and was set at 1 atm. A simple leapfrog integrator was
used to propagate the dynamics with a time step of 0.002 ps (2
fs).
Analysis. All analyses were carried out with suitable utilities
of AmberTools version 14 and 15. The backbone rmsd values
of proteins were calculated after ﬁtting all heavy atoms of the
complex with the reference structure. In this case, the reference
structure was the respective unrestrained energy-minimized
structure.
The intercomplex rmsd was calculated to gain a better
insight on the similarity of backbone dynamics of GCN4 in
complex with CRE or its three variants. No single reference
structure was used in this case. Rather, we deﬁned the
trajectory of any of the complexes as a reference data set and
rest of the trajectories of the three complexes as operational
data sets. Next, we calculated the backbone rmsd of each frame
from any of the operational data sets against the same frame of
the reference data set. The average value of the intercomplex
rmsd formed a symmetric matrix that gives an idea about the

CRE
(RMSFdiff )i = (RMSFiMutant − RMSFGCN4
)
i

where RMSFMutant
is the RMSF value of the ith residue for
i
either the complex GCN4−HexA or GCN4−HexG or
GCN4−HexT and the RMSFGCN4−CRE
is the RMSF value of
i
the same residue in the GCN4−CRE complex. A negative or
zero value indicated less or no change in the side-chain
ﬂuctuations, whereas a positive value indicated that the
respective residue was more ﬂexible in the respective
GCN4−DNA complex as compared to the GCN4−CRE
complex.
The backbone order parameter was calculated according to
the contact method for the amide N−H bond vector.53 The
analytical relationship for the estimation of the order
parameter (S2) of the N−H bond vector of the i-th amino
acid was taken as
Si 2 = tanh 0.8∑ (exp( −rio− 1, k /1 Å))

(

+ 0.8(exp( −riH, k /1 Å)) + b

)

where roi−1,k was the distance between the carbonyl oxygen of
the amino acid i − 1 to the heavy atom k and rH
i,k was the
distance between the amide proton H and the heavy atom k.
The parameter b was set to −0.1, which took into account the
order parameters of the rigid protein. The sum ranged over all
heavy atoms k that did not belong to amino acids i and i − 1.
The alpha helical geometry was analyzed using HELANALPlus, which characterized the alpha-helix-based on the local
bending angle and local helix origin.54 The helices were
grouped into three classes: long, curved, and kinked based on
the maximum bending angle between successive local helix
axes and rmsd of a line or circle ﬁtted to the two-dimensional
projection of all local helix origin.
Orientational dynamics of GCN4 in complex with the CRE
site and its three variants were calculated on the basis of two
angle and one distance parameters. The cleft angle between the
DNA binding domains was deﬁned as the angle between the
vectors connecting the COM of the entire zipper region to the
COM of each of the basic and the hinge regions (residues 2 to
26) of GCN4. A rotation angle (θ) was deﬁned as the angle
between a vector, connecting the COM of the DNA duplex
with the sequence 5′-A4T3X2A1C0G0′T1′Y2′A3′T4′-3′ region, (X
and Y are the variable bases) to the COM of both the basic and
hinge regions, from its initial orientation to that at a later time
frame. The distance parameter was deﬁned as the distance
between the COM of the 5′-A4T3X2A1C0G0′T1′Y2′A3′T4′-3′
region and the COM of the basic and hinge regions of
individual protein chains. Prior to the calculations, rotational
and translational motions were removed from the trajectories
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by ﬁtting the coordinates against the respective reference
structures.
Intermolecular hydrogen bonding interactions between
protein and DNA residues were calculated based on the
default hydrogen bonding criteria of AMBER,47 that is, the
distance between heavy atoms should be <3.5 Å and the angle
involving donor-hydrogen-acceptor should be >120°.
To distinguish between direct and water-mediated hydrogen
bonds, we deﬁned two scores: DIHBS and TIHBS. DIHBS
considered only the direct contacts while the TIHBS combined
the direct and water-mediated hydrogen bonding information
and gave a qualitative measure of the collective strength of all
interfacial hydrogen bonds. We assigned a weight of 0.01 to all
hydrogen bonds (occurrence ≥ 30%) and deﬁned the DIHBS
and TIHBS as
DIHBS =
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